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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with the scattering problem for the one- 
dimensional Schriidinger equation 
$.& + (k2 + m2 l ikp(x) + q(x)) 4’ = 0, (1.1) 
where i = \/-i, k is a complex parameter, p(x) and q(x) are complex 
potentials, and m is a complex constant. Here, the indices f correspond to 
each other according to their position. (This convention will be used 
throughout in this paper.) Equation (1.1) arises in a number of different 
physical applications such as scattering problems in absorbing media 
occurring in transmission line theory, electromagnetism and elasticity theory 
(for the case of the entire axis) (see [4,7]), and the scattering problem for 
the s-wave radial Klein-Gordon equation (for the case of semi-infinite 
interval) (see [ 1,5]). In [5,6], Jaulent and Jean have studied the scattering 
for (1.1) with m = 0 for the case of the entire axis (-co <x < +co) and of 
the semi-infinite interval (0 Q x < +co), respectively. Recently, Kaup [3] 
observed that the inverse scattering problem for (1.1) with m # 0 is useful for 
solving a higher order water-wave equation and investigated somewhat 
roughly the scattering problem for (1.1) by the dispersive method which is 
different from Jaulent and Jean. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to extend the results of Jaulent 
and Jean [6] into the case when m # 0. The method employed here is 
influenced by both Kaup [3] and Jaulent and Jean [6], but not the same as 
their methods. One of our main devices is to consider the following 2 X 2 
matrix-valued Schrodinger equation 
@,‘, + (E21 f iEP(x) + Q(x)) @* = 0 (1.2) 
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instead of the Eq. (1.1). Here @J* is a 2 x 2 matrix function, E a complex 
parameter, Z the 2 x 2 unit matrix, 
P(x)= o 
(  
P ( X )  0 
-P(X) 1 
and 
-mP(x) 
QCx)= (-2;;) q(x) ) * 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
We have an explicit relationship between the Jost solutions of (1.1) and 
those of (1.2) if we take 
E2 = k2 + m2 (1.5) 
and introduce the r-plane, where 
k=k(& (c-$), 
E=E(C)=+ cc+?). 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
Indeed, it will be shown below that the matrix-valued Jost solution of (1.2) 
can be written as 
@P’(x,E)= w: 6, E) v2@7 45) 1 wz(x, E) v:(x,E)’
where w: and w2 satisfy the relation 
y:(x, E) - y:(x, E) l 2i E w2(x, E) = 0. (l-9) 
Then, simple calculation shows that 
#*(x, 0 = v: (xv E(O) f + VAX, -W-N (1.10) 
is the Jost solution of (1.1). 
The content of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we shall construct the 
matrix-valued Jost solutions of (1.2) and establish some basic properties of 
them. Section 3 will concern the integral representations of the Jost solutions 
of (1.2). In Section 4 we investigate the scattering problem for (1.2) and 
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derive Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko type integral equations. In Section 5 we 
shall discuss the scattering problem for (1.1). Finally, Section 6 deals with 
the inverse scattering method related to Eq. (1.2 ) for solving a higher order 
water-wave equation derived by Kaup j3 1. 
Throughout the paper we shall use the following notations and definitions: 
(i) The 2 x 2 matrix function A(x) whose (i, j) element (i, j == 1. 2) 
is aij(x) is denoted simply by 
A t-r) = ((qiw). 
(ii) The norm of a matrix A = ((aii)) is defined by 
(i,j = 1, 2). 
The determinant of a matrix A is denoted by det A. 
(iii) We denote complex conjugation by bar. We denote the transpose 
of a matrix A by ‘A. 
(iv) I stands for the 2 x 2 unit matrix and 0 any matrix all of whose 
elements are zero. 
(v) A matrix function A(x) is said to be continuous if all elements 
are continuous functions of x. In the same manner, we shall refer to a matrix 
function as being differentiable, analytic, etc. 
(vi) W[X, Y] is the Wronskian of the matrix-valued dif%Fentiable 
functions X(x), Y(x), i.e., 
W[X, y1 = X,(x, Y(x) - X(x) Y,(x), 
where the subscript x denotes the differentiation with respect to x. 
(vii) Let 
ZZ+ = (E;EE C, ImE > O}, 
and F denotes the closure of Z7+. 
2. JOST SOLUTIONS OF EQ. (1.2) 
Consider the 2 x 2 matrix-valued Schriidinger equation (1.2) with (1.3) 
and (1.4) on the entire axis (--co < x < +co). 
In what follows we assume the following conditions to be satisfied: 
Assumption I. p(x) is a continuously differentiabie complex valued 
function such that 
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1 “O” (1 + Ixl)(lP(x)l+ IP’tx>l)dx < +m, (2.1) -a3 
where the differentiation with respect to x is denoted by a prime. 
Assumption II. q(x) is a complex-valued continuous function such that 
irn (1 + 1x1) Iq(x)( dx < +a. P-2) --cc 
As a consequence of the above assumptions, we have 
[a (1 + Ixl>(ll~(xIl + IIP’bIl + IIQ(x>ll> dx < +a~ (2.3) 
. -co 
and 
,ljrna P(x) = 0. (2.4) 
DEFINITION 2.1. Matrix functions F*(x, E) and G*(x, E) are called the 
“Jost solution of (1.2) at +co” and the “Jost solution of (1.2) at -co,” 
respectively, if they are twice continuously differentiable in x and satisfy 
Eq. (1.2) and the asymptotic conditions 
lim ewiEXF* (X, E) = Z (2.5) x-m 
and 
lim eiExG * (x, E) = 1, P-6) x4--00 
respectively. 
F*(x, E) and G*(x, E) are defined equivalently as the solutions of the 
integral equations of the Volterra type: 
F* (x, E) = e@“Z - 
sin E(y - x) 
E 
X WEW) + Q(Y))F*(JG El & 
and 
G*(x,E)=eeiExZ- 
I 
x sin E(y -x) 
--to E 
x t6-Y~) + Q(Y)) G*tx El & 
(2.7) 
Q-8 > 
409/83/l-21 
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respectively, in the class of continuous functions. Their successive approx- 
imations show that F*(x, E) and G*(x. E) exist uniquely for Im E > 0. 
Furthermore we have 
THEOREM 2.1. For each x. F*(x,E) and G*(x, E), considered as 
functions of E, are continuous on P, analytic in lIii and satisfb the 
following estimates (Im E = v): 
< exp 
t 
-v + 4x1 irn WWll + (I+ Ivl) llQ(~lll) d~]~ (2.9) 
‘X 
II G*b Wll 
0~ tlx+ gWf W(y>ll+ (1 + l~l)IlQ~yNl)du]. [ -cc 
(2.10) 
IIF* (x, E) - eiEXF* (x)11 
Cexp [- w + de4 jx m tftP(YM + (1 + Iyl) ItQ(yM~y 1 
(2.1 I) 
IlG*(x, E) - e-iE”G*(x]I 
< exp YX + g(x) 1’ WWII + (1 + I yt) tt Q(yIt) dy 
lx 1 
- exp IP(yIl dy 1 3 
(2.12) 
II & (F*(x, E) e-““)I1 
dcx) jm (ttp(~lt + 
x 
--$“(y)tl+ P+ tylHlQ(yHI) 4~1, (2.13) 
Gexp [gWJr, ( II P(yIll + + IP’ty)lt + (2 + I Y I) II QCy ItI) dy 17 (2.14) 
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1) F* (x, E) - eiEXF*(x)ll 
+ (2 + lYl)llQ(Y)ll) dY]9 
and 
11 G*(x, E) - e-iExG*(x)Jj 
(2.15) 
G + exp [g(x) jr 
-co 
(-+ IIp(~)ll + $ IIP’(YN 
(2.16) 
where 
and 
d(x) = 1 + max(O, -x), (2.17) 
g(x) = 1 + max(O, x), (2.18) 
F*(x) = exp f [ +jr P(y) dy], (2.19) 
G*(x)=exp *+I” 
[ 
P(y)dy]. (2.20) 
-00 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is given in Appendix I. Note that from (2.13) 
and (2.15) we get 
lim F,‘(x, E) epiEX = iEZ, (2.21) 
X4+00 
and 
lim G: (x, E) eiEx = -iEZ. (2.22) 
x-t-m 
The following theorem is fundamental when the relationship between the 
Jost solutions of (1.1) and those of (1.2) is considered. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let F* (x, E) = ((J$ (x, E))). Then, we have thefollowing 
relations : 
f?,(Xl El = f:*(x9 EL (2.23) 
lxx, E) = f:,(-G El = fxG a (2.24) 
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and 
f;,(x, E) = flTl(x, E) ‘f 2i gf$(L E). (2.25, 
The same results hold for G ‘(x, E). 
ProoJ Let H* (x, E) = ((h;(x, E))), where 
h:, =f:, -.f:z? h:,=f:,--f:,, 
G,=f:, -fL, G=.t-h-f:,. 
Then, in view of Eq. (2.7) we easily see that H’(x, E) satisfies the 
homogeneous integral equation 
H*(x,E)=-j ‘O” sinE(EY-X) (fiEP(y)fQ(y))H*(y,E)dy (2.26) 
x 
from which its follows that 
II* (x, E) = 0. (2.27) 
Indeed, from (2.26) we get 
ltH*(x,EIl “Irn (Y--WI IIJ’WII + IIQWtl)ltH*f-@)ll dy. 
x 
For any fixed interval [-I, co) (I > 0), we have 
lIH*;(x, EIl < j* (Y + 4tEI IPWII + IIQ<v)tl) IW*(v~ E)tl dv 
x 
for any x E [-I, co). Then the well-known Gronwall inequality yields 
Hi (x, E) = 0 for x E I-2, co). 
Since 1 is arbitrary, we obtain (2.27). Thus, we have equality (2.23) and the 
first equality of (2.24). 
We next prove the remainder. Put U* (x, E) = ((ai (x, E))), where 
Then in view of Eq. (2.7) we again see that Ui(x, E) is a solution of (2.26). 
Hence, we have 
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u* (x, E) = 0, 
which implies the second equality of (2.24) and equality (2.25). Q.E.D. 
Put 
f:(xlE)=f:,(xYE) and fi(x, E) = J-:*(X, Jq =./-:2(x, a 
Then F*(x, E) has the form 
F*(x9E)= 
f : (4 El 
(f 
.&(x9 a 
*(X,E) 1 ff(x,E) * (2.28) 
3. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF THE JOST FUNCTION 
In virtue of estimates (2.1 I), (2.15), we deduce from the Paley-Wiener 
theorem that there exists a matrix function B*(x, JJ), all of whose elements 
belong to the class L*(O, co) with respect to y, such that 
F*(x, E) = eiEx 
Substituting expression (3.1) into Eq. (2.7), making use of the formula 
sin E(y -x) elEz _ 1 -- 
E 2 i 
Z+Y--x eiEl dt = (r+y-x)/* e2iEl dt 
2+x-y i (z+X-yfl2 
and interchanging formally the orders of integration, we obtain 
eiEx (F*(x)+/amB*(x,y)e2”‘dy) 
(fiEP(s) + Q(s)) F*(s) ds 
1 
eiEt dt 
NW) + Q(s)> 
.(1-X)/2 
X 
J 
B * (s, r) dr ds eiEf dt 
0 1 
WEJW + Q(s)> 
\ 
j 
(I-X)/Z 
X B * (s, r) dr ds eiE’ dt. 
(f+x-*s)/* 1 (3.2) 
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Introducing the new variable t = 25 + x in the integrands of the right-hand 
side of (3.2), integrating formally by parts and making use of the uniqueness 
of the Fourier integral representation, we obtain the following integral 
equation for B*(x, 1’): 
B*(x,y)=F~P(x+.v)F’lx+.)---!:~ Q(s)ds 
1 \’ 
f + J-J- P(s) B * (s, y) ds 
’ * 
7 
..x + J’ 
P(s)B*(s,x+y--s)ds 
-’ x 
We now study this integral quation. The method of successive approx- 
imation yields: 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that p(x) and q(x) sat&$ Assum@kms I, II. Then, 
integral equation (3.3) admits a unique solution B*(x, y) which is continuous 
in x, y, continuously difkrentiable with respect to x and satis$ks the 
following bounds 
and 
wtx, YII < C(xNJ,(x -t Y) + II V(x + Y)llh (3.5) 
where, and in the sequel, C(K) denote various positive, non-increasing 
continuous functions depending on p(x) and q(x), 
x exp ($/; IIJ’(zIl d+ (3.6) 
and 
In addition to Assumptions I, II, assume that 
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Assumption III. p(x) is twice continuously differantiable and satisfies 
I m Ip”(x)( a5 < co. (3.8) -cc 
Assumption IV. q(x) is continuously differentiable and satisfies 
J .m Iq’(x)l dx < co. -m (3.9) 
Then we have: 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose in Lemma 3.1 that p(x) and q(x) satisfy 
Assumptions III, IV, then the first partial derivatives B: (x, y) and B:(x, y) 
exist and are continuously dzrerentiable with respect to x, and 
IIBf(x, r)ll < C(x>@,(x + Y> + %(x + Y)h (3.10) 
IlB.:(xv YII & C(x)@,@ + Y) + %(x + I’>>, (3.11) 
11 B&(x, y)ll < C(x)(o,(x + Y) + oz(x + Y) + 11 w:(x + Y)II), (3.12) 
IIB,‘,(x, y)II G C(X)(U,(X + Y) + Uz(X + Y) + 11 w;(X + Y)llb (3.13) 
where 
u,(x) = .O” J ( + IIWz)ll + $ II~‘(z>II WII + $ IIJYzI13 
i i IIJWI II QM + II QWI) dz exp (+I” II Wll dz) v (3.14) 
x 
and 
w;(x) = Ff (x) F + P”(x) + ; P’(x) P(x) 
‘f $ P’(x) + Q'(x) T +(x)Q(x)). (3.15) 
Furthermore, B l (x, y) satisfies the following partial dlflerential equation 
B&(x, y) - B&(x, y) T +-P(x) B:(x, Y) + Q(x) B*(x, y) = 0, (3.16) 
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with 
Bi(x,O)=-F*(x) fir (tfP’(z)+-p2(z)iF~(z)Q(z)F~(z)~ dz. ‘X 
(3.17) 
The proofs of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 are given in Appendix II. 
Let B*(x, .Y) be the solution of integral equation (3.3) satisfying (3.4) and 
(3.5). Since 
I 
.m 
u,(x + y) dy < const. 
I w (z -x)(lt~(z)ll + lll”(z)ll + IIQ(z)ll)dz, (3.18) 0 x 
8*(x, v) is Lebesgue integrable with respect to y on [O, 03) for each Iixed x. 
Put 
F*(x, E) = eiEx 
t ! 
F*(x) t ecu B* (x, y) eZiEy dy 
0 
Then, we easily see that P* (x, E) is the Jost solution of (1.2) at +co. Hence 
the uniqueness of the Jost solution yields: 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that p(x) and q(x) satisfy Assutaptjsns I, II. 
Then the fost solution F*(x, E) has the representation 
F*(x, E) = e iEx .a B * (x, y) eZiEy dy , 
0 
(3.19) 
where B*(x, y) is the unique solution of (3.3) which belongs to L’(O, m)n 
L’(0, oo), is continuous in x, y, continuously dfirentiable with respect to x 
and satisfies the bounds (3.4) and (3.5). 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose in Theorem 3.3 that p(x) and q(x) sati#y 
Assumptions III, IV. Then the kernel B*(x, y) in the representation (3.19) 
has the partial derivatives B:(x, y), B:(x, y) which are continuously 
dt@erentiable with respect to x a& satisfy the (3.10~(3.13), and is a 
solution of partial dflrential equation (3.16) w&k (3.17). 
From Theorem 2.2, we can deduce: 
THEOREM 3.5. Let B*(x, y) = ((b$(x, y))). Then we have thefdtbwing 
relations : 
b:,(x, Y> = b&(x, YX (3.20) 
b:Z(x, Y) = b:,(x, Y> = b&(x, Y), (3.21) 
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b:,(x,Y)-b:,(x,Y)~~~b:,(x~Y)=O. (3.22) 
The proofs of (3.20) and (3.21) present no difficulty. To prove (3.22), we 
note that from (3.17) 
bz,(x,O)=2msinh [GJyp(v)dyj. 
From (2.25) we have 
(3.23) 
+ jr (bF,(x, y) - b:,(x, y) f 2i$ bt,(x, y)) eziEy dy = 0. (3.24) 
Then, integrating by parts and making use of the uniqueness of the Fourier 
integral representation, we obtain (3.22). 
In virtue of Theorem 3.5 B*(x, JJ) has the form 
B*(x, y) = 
b:(& Y) b2b Y) 
b,(x, y) m% Y) ’ 
(3.25) 
where we put 
b:(xP Y) = G&T Y> and b,(x, Y> = G(x, Y) = G(x, Y). 
COROLLARY 3.6. The potential p(x) and q(x) are reconstructed by the 
kernel B*(x, y) of (3.19) in the followiitg way: 
P(X) = -2 -j$ bz(x, 0)/(4m* t bz(x, O))'!', 
4(x) = f + Pp’(X) - $ p’(x) 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
The proof of the above corollary is easy and omitted. 
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4. THE SCA-ITERING PROBLEM FOR E~.(1.21 
4.1. The Scattering Matrix and Bound States 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Y*(x) and Z*(x) be any two matrix solutions of (1.2). 
Then the Wronskian W[‘Y*(x), Z*(x)] is independent of x. 
Proof: Using Eq. (1.2), we have 
$ W[‘Y’(x), Z”(x)1 
= ‘Y:,(x) z*(x) - ‘Y*(x) Z.Er(x) 
= ‘Y*(x)(?E(‘P(x) -P(x)) - (‘Q(x) - Q(x))] Z*(x) 
= 0. Q.E.D. 
Since the Jost solutions F*(x, E), G*(x, E) are symmetric, from 
Lemma 4.1 and boundary conditions (2.5), (2.6), (2.21), (2.22) we get for 
EER 
W[F*(x, E), F*(x,E)] = W[G*(x,E), G*(x,E)] = 0, (4-l) 
W[F* (x, E), F’(x, -E)] = 2iEI, (4.2) 
W[P(x, -E), F* (x, E)] = -2iEI, (4.3) 
W[ G * (x, E), G’(x, -E) ] = - 2iEI, (4.4) 
W[G*(x, -E), G* (x, E)] = 2iEI. (4.5 > 
For E E R\(O}, the pairs F*(x, E), F*(x, -E) and G*(n, E), G’(x, -E) 
are the fundamental system of matrix solutions of (1.2). Any solution of 
(1.2) can be represented as a &ear combination of the solutions F* (x, E), 
F’(x, -E) or G*(x, E), G’(x, -E). Hence, for every E E I%\{0 1 there exisi 
matrices Ci (E) (i, j = 1,2), independent of x, such that 
G*(x, E) = F*(x, E) C;,(E) + FF(x, -E) C&(E), (4.6) 
F*(x, E) = G* (x, E) C,:(E) + G’(x, -E) C,:(E). (4.7 ) 
Substituting expression (4.6) for G*(x, E) into (4.7) and carry the same 
operation with F*(x, E), we obtain 
C:,(E) C:,(E) + C:,(-E) C&(E) = I, (4.8) 
C:,(-E) C:,(E) + C:,(E) C:,(E) = 0, (4.9) 
C:,(E) C:,(E) + C&(-E) C:,(E) = I, (4.10) 
C:,(-E) C:,(E) -I- C;,(E) C:,(E) = 0. (4.11) 
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From (4.1)-(4.7), the matrices C,$(E) can be expressed in terms of the 
Wronskians of the solutions F*(x, E), G*(x, E): 
C;,(E) = -‘C;,(-E) = - W[F’(x, -E), G * (x, E)]/2iE, (4.12) 
C&(E) = ‘C:,(E) = W[F*(x, E), G*(x, E)]/2iE. (4.13) 
Then from expressions (4.12), (4.13) we can deduce 
THEOREM 4.2. The matrix functions C;(E) (i, j = 1,2) are continuous 
in R\(O}, and satisfy 
G,(E) = WlEl) (IEI+oo,EER), (4.14) 
C:,(E) = G*(a) + o(1) (/El -+ 00, E E R), (4.15) 
C;,(E)(C;,(E))-’ = -I + o( 1) ([El -+ 0, E E R\{O}). (4.16) 
The function C:,(E) admits a continuous extension on n’\(O) (also denoted 
by C:,(E)) which is analytic in Z7+ and satisfies 
lim EC:,(E) = W[F*(x, 0), G*(x, O)]/2il,,0, 
IEI-0 
(4.17) 
where E = < + iv, q > 0. Such an extension is defined uniquely. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2 is given in Appendix III. 
From Theorem 2.2, (4.12) and (4.13) we get 
THEOREM 4.3. Let C:(E) = ((c&,(E))) (i, j, r, s = 1, 2). Then we have 
c;,, 1 Q-9 = c;,ntE)r (4.18) 
c:,z,(E)=c%,,,(E)=c:,,z(E>, (4.19) 
(4.20) 
Theorem 4.3 yields 
COROLLARY 4.4. We have 
det C:(E) = det Cs (E) (i, j= 1, 2). (4.21) 
Note that in virtue of Corollary 4.4 zeros of det C:,(E) do not depend on 
the indices “*“. 
We now make an additional assumption: 
Assumption V. det C:,(E). has no real zero. 
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Since det C:,(E) is analytic in Z7*, the asymptotic form (4.15) and 
Assumption V indicate that the number N of zeros of det C:,(E) (Im E > 01 
is finite. At the point of zero of det C:,(E) the inverse matrix (C:?(E)) ’ has 
a pole. 
For real E we put 
@*(x, E) = G*(x, E)(C:,(E)) ’ 
and 
Y’*(x, E) = F*(x, E)(C:,(E)).~ I. 
Then, from (4.6), (4.7) and asymptotic conditions (2.5), (2.6) we have 
@*(x, E) = Sf,(E) eiEx + eciEx + o(l) (x--r ao), (4.22) 
@*(x, E) = S:,(E) emiEx + o(l) (x+--00), (4.23) 
F*(x, E) = S&(E) eiEx + o( 1) (x--, a), (4.24) 
Y*(x,E)=S~,(E)e-iE”+eiE”+o(l) (x-t -co). (4.25) 
Here 
We set 
S*(E) = (4.26) 
The 4 x 4 matrix function S*(E) will be called the scattering matrix 
associated with the pair (&P(X), Q(x)). F rom (4.16) and (4.17) it is easily 
shown that S*(E) admits a continuous extension on the whoIe real axis R 
(which is also denoted by S*(E)). 
Below we need a further additional assumption: 
Assumption VI. The zeros of det C:,(E) (Im E > 0) are simple. 
Let us remark that when p(x) = 0 and q(x) is real, Assumptions V, VI are 
fulfilled (see [2]). 
Let ej (j= 1,2,..., N) (Im ej > 0) be the zeros of det C&(E). Then 
Assumption VI implies that ~around each zero e,, the matrix (C.:,(E))- ’ has 
the form 
(C:,(E))-’ = (E - ej)-’ A,? + **. , (4.27) 
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where the matrix Af # 0. From (4.27) we get 
Cf2(ej) Af = 0. (4.28) 
Note that F*(x, ej) are non-singular at least in a neighborhood of +co. 
Using (4.1) and (4.13), we get 
-& [(F*(x, ej))-’ G*(x, ej)Af ] 
= -2iE(F*(X, ej))-” C:2(f?j)Af = 09 
from which it follows that in a neighbothood of +co, 
G*(x, ej)Af =F*(X, ej>M; (4.29) 
for a certain constant matrix M f . Then the uniqueness of solutions of the 
initial value problem for (1.2) yields that equality (4.29) holds for all x E R. 
We call M! the normalization matrices. From the asymptotic conditions 
(2.5), (2.6), we have 
O* (x, ej) = G* (x, ej) Af -+ e-“FAf 
= F* (.y, ej) Mj’ -+ e”i”Mif 
(x-,-m) 
(x -+ Co). 
(4.30) 
Since Im ej > 0, each element of 0*(x, ej) is a square integrable function. 
Hence, ej are eigenvalues of the nonlinear eigenvalue problem (1.2) and 
O* (x, ej) represent bound states with the binding energy ej . 
Remark 4.1. If p(x) and q(x) have compact supports, then F*(x, E) and 
G*(x, E) are entire functions of E and hence, C:,(E) and C&(E) are also 
entire functions of E. Thus, equality (4.6) holds for all E E C and 
Mj’ = Cf,(ej) Aj”, (4.3 1) 
which is a residue of the reflection coefficient matrix S:,(E) at the pole ej. 
4.2. Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko Type Equation 
In Section 3, we derived representation (3.19) for F*(x, E). In the 
following, it will be shown under Assumptions I, II, V, VI, that the kernel 
B *(x, y) of (3.19) satisfies a nonlinear matrix-valued integral equation 
(Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko (G-L-M) type equation) whose kernel can be 
written explicitly in terms of the reflection coefficient matrix S:,(E), the 
eigenvalues ej(j = 1,2,..., N) and the normalization matrices MF 
(j = 1, 2 )...) N). 
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To derive the integral equation for B*(x, y), we begin with the equation 
G*(x, E)(Ct,(E))-’ eiEI I= F* (x, E) S:,(E) eiE.’ f Fi (x, --4) e”.-’ 
z (,F’(x, E) e “Ku -- F*(x)) S&(E) e2iEs 
t- F*(x) S:,(E) e2i’:x 
+ (F’(x, -E) eiEl -- F+(x)) + F’(x). (4.32) 
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (4.32) by eziLr/X and integrating with respect 
to E over R, we get 
1 
*O” - 
x ! 
G*(x,E)((C&(E))-’ - G*(co)-‘} eiEx+*@dE 
-03 
++i” {G*(x, E) eiEx - G*(x)} G*(oo)-’ eZiEy dE 
-cc 
= 
I 
coB*(x,z)R,f(xCy+I)dz+F’(x)R:(x+y)+Br(x,y), (4.33) 
0 
where 
S f*(E) eziEX dE. (4.34) 
Here, we have used the equality 
G*(x) G*(co)-' d'(x). (4.35) 
The integrand of the second term in the 1eR side of (4.33) is an&& in 
ZP and from (2.16) it follows that 
G*(x,E)eiEX-G*(x)-+0 (IE1--+to,EEII+> 
for each fixed x e R. Hence we get 
J *O” {G*(x, E) eiEx - G*(x)) G*(co)-’ eziEy dE = 0. (4.36) -03 
The in nd of the frrat -W-m in the Ieft side .of (4.33) is lytk in-n+ 
except for a tin&e numbr of p&s at e,(j = 1,2 ,..., N). !SI~IS from $4. IS) 
C&(E)-’ + G+(co-’ as lE(+co, 
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the first term is evaluated as follows: 
1 cx - 
71 i 
G*(x,E){C&(E)-’ - G*(a)-‘J eiEx+2iEydE 
-a) 
= 2i 5 G* (x, e,) Af exp[iej(x + 2.~)] 
j=l 
= 2i : F* (x, ej) MJ’ exp[ie/(x + 2y)] 
j=l 
=2i i (F*(x)+jm~i(x,z)e”e~zdr)~~ 
j=l 0 
X eXp[2iej(X + y)]. (4.37) 
Put 
R*(x)=Rt(x)-2i 5 h4: exp[2iejx]. 
j=l 
(4.38) 
Then from (3.23), (4.33), (4.36) and (4.37) we obtain the following G-L-M 
type equation 
B~(x,y)+F*(x)R*(x+y)+jmB*(x,z)R*(x+y+z)dz=0(4.39) 
0 
with 
F*(x) = exp 1 *f(x) 1 
0 
where 
f(x) = arc sinh[b,(x, 0)/2m] 
(4.40) 
(4.41) 
We call the aggregate of quantities 
the scattering data of problem (1.2). We can construct the kernel R ‘(x) of 
(4.39) from the scattering data. 
Equation (4.39) with (4.40), (4.41) is nonlinear in contrast with the case 
when p(x) s 0. Nevertheless, there is a class of exactly solvable examples, 
which is not discussed in this paper. The important problem of solving 
Eq. (4.39)-(4.41) for a large class of scattering data has still to be 
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investigated. For ’ real q(x) and p(x) z 0 this problem was solved 
considerably by Faddeev [ 21. In general, as was pointed out by Jaulent and 
Jean 15 J, one may expect many solutions to the problem. 
Finally, from Theorems 2.2 and 4.3 we have 
THEOREM 4.5. The normalization matrices MF and the kernel R *(x) of 
(4.39) have the forms 
Mi” = (;I ;;) (j= l> 2,...,N) 
and 
R*(x) = 4 (4 
r2@) 
(4.43) 
respectively. 
5. THE SCATTERING PROBLEM FOR EQ. (1.1) 
Since we have the explicit relationships between the Jost solutions of (1.1) 
and those of (1.2) as mentioned in Section 1, we can rewrite the results 
obtained in the previous sections concerning the scattering problem for (1.2) 
in terms of the terminology of the scattering problem for (1.1). Thus, under 
Assumptions I-VI we roughly summ up the results for (1.1) in the fullowmg. 
For brevity of notation, we shall use slightly diffkrent notations from those of 
the previous sections. However, one may easily find the correspondence 
between them. 
Let E = E(c) = i(i + m’/{). For every c E L!+, there exist uniquely the 
Jost solutions f * (x, c), g * (x, <) of (1.1) satisfjkg the asymptotic conditions 
f*(x,C)=eiEX(l -l-o(l)) as x-03, 
g*(x, 4) = eWiEX(l + o(1)) as x-+--03. 
The Jost solutions f*(x, c), g* (x, C) oan be written in the form 
g* (x, C) = gf (x, 8) f i 7 g,tx, El. 
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The functions f: (x, E), f*(x, E) are represented as follows: 
f :(x, E) = eiEx 
[ .I 
f F(x) + m b:(x, y) eZiEY dy 
1 
, 
0 
where 
fi(x, E) = eiEx fin b,(x, y) eZiEy dy, 
-0 
fF(x)=w [*+~~P(.Y)&]. 
The kernel functions b:(x, y), b,(x, Y) satisfy 
( 
a2 - - & f + p(x) ; + q(x)) b: (x9 Y> - v(x) b2@3 Y) = 03 
8X2 
i 
a2 a2 
s-- 
ax ay 
f + p(x) g + q(x)) b,(x, Y) - w(x) b: (x3 Y) = 03 
lim sup 
N+m x+y>N ( 
Ib:(x, y)i + i&b?(x, v)l + l$b?(x, Y)i) =09 
lim sup 
N-m x+y>N 
6:(x, > - qx, Y) T J-&,(x, Y> = 0, 
b,(x,O)=2msinh l$/~p’y)dy], 
In virtue of Corollary 3.6 the potentials p(x), q(x) can be reconstructed by 
&Yx, Y) and b2(x, Y). 
For non-zero real E, there exist c:(E), d,(E) (k = 1, 2) such that 
g:tx, El = c:@)f :(x,E) + d,(E)f,(x,E) 
+ c: (E) f :(x, -E) + d,(E) fi(x, -E), 
g,tx, ~9 = d,(E) f : (x3 E) + c:(E) fz(x, E) 
-t 4P)f Xx, -E) + c:(E)fz(x, --E). 
The functions c:(E), d,(E) (k = I. 2) can be represented as 
where W[j’(x), g(x)] denotes the Wronskian of the functionsf, g: 
cf(X)~ &)I = f,(x) g(x) - f(x) &c(x)* 
It can be seen that c:(E), d,(E) (k = 1,2) are continuous in R\{O}, and 
c:(E), d,(E) admit continuous extensions on p\(O) which are analytic in 
ZP. Furthermore we have 
c:(E), 4W = o(lllEl)> (IEI -+ 00, E E R), 
c:(E) = exp 
[ 
* fly P(Y)&J + o(l), (lE/+co,EER), 
m 
d*(E) = o( 1) (I-El -+ 00, E E R), 
lim 
IEI-0 
(c:(E) c:(E) - d,(E) d,(E))/(c:(E) c:(E) - d#)) = -1 
and 
lim 
IEI-0 
(c:(E) d,(E) - c:(E) d,(E))/(c: (E) e:(E) - d:(E)) = 0 
Assumptions V, VI imply that c:(E) c:(E) - d,(E) has a finite number of 
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simple zeros in nt. We denote them by {ej} (j= 1, 2,..., N). At ej, from 
(4.30) we have eigenfunctions #f(x) satisfying the asymptotic conditions 
where al+, Fi, pj? and vj are constants. Put 
r:(x)=+. 
! 
m eZiEX(c:(E) c:(E) - d,(E) d,(E)) dE 
-cc (6 w c:(E) - 4m 
- 2i f pf exp[2iejx], 
j=l 
and 
~2(4 = +J 
00 e2iEx(cf(E) d,(E) - c:(8) d,(E)) dE 
-a, tc: 09 W) - 4w 
- 2i t vj exp[2iejX]. 
j=l 
Then we have the system of G-L-M type equations: 
mx9 Y) + C(x + Y)“c(4 
+ 
J 
-m (~:(X+y+z)b:(X,z)+r2(x+y+z)b,(x,z))dz=0, 
0 
b*(x, Y> + y*(x + Y> f: (x> 
+ 
I ( 
-4 {r, x + y + z) bf(x, z) + r-:(x + y + z) b,(x, z)} dz = 0, 
-0 
with 
f:(x) = exp[f arcsinh(b,(x, 0)/2m)]. 
6. KAUP’S HIGHER ORDER WATER-WAVE EQUATIONS 
In [3], Kaup derived the higher order water-wave equations of the form 
u, + auu, + u, = 0, 
ut + (1 f av) u, f &.,, = 0, 
(6.1) 
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where 01 and /I are constants. He observed that the system (6.1) can be solved 
by the inverse scattering techniques. He considered the inverse scattering 
problem for (1. I) to solve system (6.1). In this section, we propose that 
system (6.1) can be also expressed by the formalism of the inverse scattermg 
method related to Eq. (1.2). 
Firstly we consider the 2 x 2 matrix-valued Schrodinger equation wtth r- 
dependent potentials: 
@p:, + V”(x, t;fi. m) @* = 0, (x, 1) E It*, 
where E is a complex parameter, m a complex constant, and 
I’* (x, t; E, m) = E*Z i iEP(x, t) -t- Q(x, t, m), (6.3) 
with 
P(x, t) = p(x, t) J, , 
Q(x, r, m) =~q(x, 0 I- mp(x, 4 J,. 
Here 
J, = and 
Let @* and Y* be any two matrix solutions of (6.2). Put 
Then we have 
where 
dJ* =A*(x,t;E,m)@*, 
A*(x,t;E,m)= 
0 
-V*(x,t;E,m) 
Consider the 4 x 4 matrix-valued equation 
Af -Is,’ -I- IA*,I*] =o. 
(6.2) 
(6;4) 
(6.5) 
(6.7) 
(6.9) 
We seek a 4 x 4 matrix function H* = H*(x, t; E, m) so that (6.9) reduces 
to a system of nonlinear partial differential equations for unknown functions 
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p(x, t), q(x, t). We have an infinite family of such functions H*. The simplest 
choice of H* is 
where 
(6. IO) 
Z-f:, = a~,(& f) 1, (6.11) 
HF, = fiEJ, - fP(x, t) Z + ml,, (6.12) 
Hf, = fiE’J, - iE’P(x, t) Z f iEq(x, t) J, f fEP*(x, t) J, 
+ (dp,,(x, t) + fp(x, t> 4th f> + m*P(xY f>) z 
- E*mJ, - (mq(x, t) + +nP*(x, t)) J, (6.13) 
and 
Hf2 = -H;, . 
Then (6.9) reduces to the system of equations 
P,+tPPx+q,=@ 
4t + P,9 + 4 P4, + m*p, + $ PXX, = 0. 
Substituting 
p(x, t) = au@, t), 
q(x, t) = $ 
( 
+ u(x, t) - au2(x, t) 3 
1 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
we obtain (6.1) from (6.15). 
We now describe a formal procedure to determine time dependence of Jost 
solutions and scattering data of (6.2). Relations found here will be used to 
construct solutions. 
Let p(x, t) and q(x, t) be a pair of solutions of (6.15), each of which is 
rapidly decreasing in x for each t. Let F*(x, t, E) and G*(x, t, E) be 
corresponding Jost solutions of (6.2), satisfying the asymptotic conditions 
(2.5) and (2.6), respectively. Then direct calculation shows that 
X*(X, t, E) = Ff - H:, F* - H:,F: 
409/83/l-23 
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also satisfy (6.2). Since they behave like 
X*(x, t, E) + (TE’J, --- iEm3,) ert.r, x-t CD. 
and 
Y* (x, t, E) -+ (*E’J, -f iEfn.J,) eeiex, x + -00, 
by the uniqueness of Jost solutions we have 
and 
F: - Ht,F’ - H:,Fz = F’(sE’J, - iEmJ,) (6.17) 
G: - H:,G* - Hf,G: = G*(fE’J, + iEmJ,). (6.18) 
Differentiating the relation (4.6) with respect to t and eliminating t- 
derivatives of Jost solutions by (6.17) and (6.18), we have 
F* ( ~(‘FE’J, - iEmJ,) Cf, - (C:,),} + F’(C:,), = 0, 
where 
Fi = F’(x, t, 4). 
Thus we have 
and 
C:,E t) = C:,(E, O), (6.19) 
Cf,(E, t) = (exp(2(TE2J, - iEmJ,) t]) C:,(E, 0). (6.20) 
Hence the reflection coeflicient matrix S&(E, t) varies as 
Sfz(E, t) = (exp(2(TE2J, - iEnd,) t]) S:,(E, 0). 
From (6.19), we get 
e&l = er@) (j = 1, 2,..., N) 
and 
Af (t) = Af (0) (j = 1, 2 ,..., N). 
(6.21) 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
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Differentiating both sides of (4.29) and eliminating G,? and Ff by (6.17) 
and (6.18), we have 
F*(Mj’), + F*(TejJ, - iejmJ,)M,? + G*(rejJ, - iejml,)Af =O. 
Hence, if Af are non-singular, we obtain 
(MF), = (+ej2J, + iejmJ,) it4j’ 
+ MF(Aji)-’ (iejJ, - iejmJ,)A~ 
from which it follows that 
M;(t) = (exp[(fe;J, + ieji?lJ*) t])Mjf(O) 
X exp[(Af)-’ (*eTJ, - ie+,)Aft]. (6.24) 
APPENDIX I 
We shall prove the results only for F*(x, E). The results for G*(x, E) can 
be obtained analogously. We begin with the successive approximation 
F:+ ,(x, E) = - J m x sinE(EY-X) (+iEP(y)+Q(y))F,f(y,E)dy 
with 
(n = 0, 1, 2 )...) (1.1) 
Taking 
F,f (x, E) = efEXI. (1.2) 
d(x) = 1 + max(O, -x), (1.3) 
we easily obtain 
IK+ dxT El e-iExll G 44 lrn (IP(v)ll + (1 + IYD II Q(Y) II x 
x IIFZ(Y, E) e-‘EYII dy 
from which it follows that 
(1.4) 
llF,‘(x, E) eCiEx(J 
G $ d(x) Irn (IIP(Y)II + (1 + 1 J,]) II Q<r>ll> dY 
I I 
n 
- (1.5) 
x 
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Hence, the series 
FI’(x, E) = c FZ(x, E) n -= 0
-- 
converges uniformly on every compact set of R x fl’ and inequality (2.9) 
holds. 
Put 
X:(X, E) = F,f (x, E) e iEx - -$ [+ k ,/lli 
x 
PO> dy j” 
(n = 0, 1, 2,...) 
then we get 
1 1 .CJ 
*Tnr .~ 1 
e2i”‘y-x’~(y) (* +!‘” P(s) ds)” dy 
Y 
1 1 .n 
I ( 2iE n! ,x 
e*iE(y-x) - 1) Q(y) 
(1.6) 
We readily obtain 
which implies inequality (2.11). 
From (1.1) we get 
$(F,f+ ,(x, E) ewiEx) 
s a3 = T iE eziE(y-x)P(y) F:(y, E) emiEy dv x 
0.7) 
- e*iE(y--x) Q(y) Fjf (y, E) eeiEy dy. 
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Hence, after integrating by parts, we have 
Put 
< jm (+ w(~)Il+ 11 Qt~)ll) IIC (y, E) e-iEyl/ dy 
x 
++ -m 
I Ilp(Y>ll I/ 
g (F,‘( y, E) e-“‘)// dy. (I-8) 
x 
Y,“(x, E) = llF,‘(x, E) eviExll + 
/I 
g (Fi(x, E) e-q. 
Combining (1.4) and (1.8), we get 
Y,‘,I<XT a < 4x1 .m 
J ( x 
IIP(YII + +- IIP’(Y>II 
+(~+IYI)IIQ(Y)II) Y,‘(y,E)dyv 
from which it follows that 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
Thus we obtain (2.13). 
Multiplication of both sides of (1.6) by JE 1, rearrangement of them and 
integration by parts yield 
IEl ll%+,(~& 
<d(x) -lx 
J ( 
+IlP(~)ll+ (1 + IYI) IlQ<y>ll> IEI IlX,“(yJ)ll du 
x 
+ $ j” Ilp’(~>lI IPk(y~ E) emiEyll dy 
x 
(1.11) 
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Zz (x3 E) = IE I llX,i (x, 151 -t- Y,” (x, E) -t -$ ( +- .I’: Ii Pt. .v)ij 43 ) 
‘3 
Then from (1.9) and (I.1 1) we get 
from which it can be easily shown that inequality (2.15) holds. 
APPENDIX II 
We define successive approximations for B * (x, y) by 
B,f(x, Y) = T f j ~+Y~%)B~~~(*rx+Y-Z)dr 
x 
zt +- j”j P(z) B:- &, Y) dz 
x 
- jx+’ Q(Z) (jy (n = 1,2,...)(II. 1) 
-1 xiy -2 
with 
It is easy to show that 
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from which it follows that the series 
B*(& Y) = : B;(x, Y> 
,Yo 
converges uniformly on every compact set in R x (0, ~0). Hence B*(x, y) is 
continuous with respect to x, y and satisfies the inequality (3.4). 
Differentiation of both sides of (11.1) with respect to x and rearrangement 
yield for n > 1 
-&B:(x, Y> f + P(x) B,f- ,(-T Y) 
I 
x+y 
x 
P(r);B;-,(z,x+y-z)dz 
I 
x+Y 
+ Q(Z) B;-,(z, x + Y -z) &. x 
Put 
K,f(x, Y) =&(x, Y) f +-‘(x)B~-,(x, Y) (n > 1x 
then we get for n > 2 
IIK:(x, y)ll < +j”” IIP(zIl IlcAZ~ x + Y - z)II cfz 
x 
+f I x+y IIP(z)ll’ llB,‘_z(z, x + Y - z)ll dz x 
+ I x+y II Q(z)11 II%- ,(G x + Y - zll dz- x 
Since 
$(x, Y) = W:Cx + Y), 
from (11.5) we have 
llfG(x, Y)ll < C(x)(ll V(x + VII +4x + Y)>, 
(11.5) 
(11.6) 
(II. 7) 
(11.8) 
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where 
C(x) = max ii- ,/j iiP(z)j( dz, )i // Q(z)/1 dz i 
r ‘i 
(Below by C(x) we denote various positive, continuous and non-increasing 
functions depending on P(x) and Q(x)). From (11.6) and (II.8) it is easily 
shown that for n > 1 
llKf(X~ YII < C(x)(ll fwx + YII + a,@ + Y)) 
x -$ (g= IW)ll q” f fll(X + Y) cn _t I)! 
x [d(X) ICC (tlw)ll + $ Il~mtl’ 
‘X 
Since 
I 
n-1 
+ (1 + lzl) II Q(zIil cfz +u&+ Y$j 
x 
I 
4x1 jm W’(zlll + (2 + lzl) ItQb>ll dz 
-x 
” 
I- (11.9) 
< lt~,f(x, y)tl + f j” ll~‘(z)il dz IP:(x, YII 
x 
we obtain inequality (3.5) with 
&B’(x, y) = ?- %3:(x, y). 
,to ax 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
We now proceed to the proof of Lemma 3.2. The complete proof is 
lengthy. We only prove estimates (3.10) and (3.12). Inequalities (3.1 l), 
(3.13) are obtained analogously, but. require more tedious and comphcated 
calculations. Differentiating both sides of integrai equation (3.3) twice yields 
partial differential equation (3.16) with (3.17). 
Inequality (3.10) follows directly from (3.5) and the inequality 
II V@)ll G a9- (II. 10) 
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Differentiation of both sides of (11.5) with respect to 
parts and rearrangement yield 
x, integration by 
~B:(x,y)*tP’(x)B:-,(x,y)*tP(x)&B:_,(x,y) 
+ 
J  ^
x+Y 
x 
P(r)-$B:~,(z,x+I’--r)dz 
+ yQ~(x+~-z)B~-,(x+~-z,z)dz 
i 0 
+ yQ(x+y-~)~B:-,(x+y--r,z)dz 
i 
(n > 1). (11.11) 
0 
Denoting by L,f (x, y) the right side of (II.1 l), we get for n > 2, 
+-a 
XfY 
II PC Z x II )I 
gB.i-,(z,x+ y-z) 
/I 
dz 
+ 1 -v+’ IIQ’(z)11 llB,‘1&9 x + Y - z)ll dz x 
i 
xty 
+ IIQC Z x II () 
&,(z,x+y-z) dz. 
I/ 
Since 
from (11.4), (11.7), (11.10) and (11.11) we have 
IIL:(-T YN IlJxX~ Y>II 
< C(-w,(x + Y) + %(X + VI + II G(x + VII). 
Using the results obtained for Bz and (a/ax) Bz , we obtain by induction 
lIL,f+ I(& Y>II < C(x>cJ,(x + Y) + cJ*(x + Y) + II w:+ + YII) 
’ (n : 2)! W(x))“- * (n > 213 
(II. 12) 
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where 
kfcx) = fv- (IV-Y~III +- $ il~(z)~12 + --+ II~(~)II llPJ(z)!j i dz 
x 
+cf(x) /= (1 + izl) llQ(zIl + llQ’(z)tl)~z. ‘X 
Inequality (3.12) follows immediateiy from (II. 12). 
APPENDIX III 
In much the same way as mentioned for F*(x, E) in Section 3, it can be 
shown that G*(x, E) is represented as 
G*(x, E) = e-IEX (G*(x)+jn~JB*(x.y)e-2iEydy) (EEA), (111-l) 
where 8*(x, y) is a continuous function with a continuous x-derivative 
8,” (x, y). Furthermore $*(x, y) and 9:(x, y) have the following bounds: 
llg*@, UN s a-4 6,(x + Y)? (111.2) 
II~~Cx, VII s w(~*(x + Y> + II wx + Y1lb (III.3) 
where c(x) is a continuous, positive and non-decreabg function, 
c?,(x) = J” (+ IP tr)ll + $1lWli” + II QWlt ) k (111.4) 
-m 
and 
p’:(x)= (~fP’(x)+$P’(n)f Q(x)) G*(x). (HIS) 
We now prove Theorem 4.2. Substitu$ing (3.19) and- (IILl) into (4.12) 
and (4.13), we have 
c;,(E) = -&e-x 
1 Ii 
w m By%, y) e-2iEy dy, e*(x) 
0 I 
O + w P(x), 
[ J 
lP(x, y) e-2iEydY 
-cc I 
+w 
li 
m g(x, y) e-2iEy dy, j” 8*(x, y) eCziEy dy] 
0 -- cc 
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and 
C:,(E)=G+(m)+jmB*(x,y)eziEYdyG*(x) 
0 
+F*(x) -O 
! 
B*(x, y) e-2iEy dy 
-m 
+ f m B*(x, y) e2iEy dy 1” B*(x, y) eCZiEy dy 0 -03 
+ & 1 W[F* (x), G*(x)] + W [ jca B * (x, y) eZiEy dy, G*(X)] 
0 
O + w F*(x), [ 1 
B * (x, y) eBziEy dy 
-a, I 
+W -m [r .O B * (x, y) e-2iEy dy, ! B * (x, y) eZiEy dy . 0 -cc li 
From Lemma 3.1 and (III.Z)-(III.S), we easily see that B*(x, y), B*(x, y) 
and their first x-derivatives are Lebesgue integrable with respect to y for each 
x. Hence, an application of the Riemann-Lebesgue Theorem yields (4.14) 
and (4.15). 
Note that by definition we have P(x, 0) = F*(x, 0) and F:(x, 0) = 
F:(x, 0). Then 
lim Cf,(E)(CF,(E))-’ 
IEI-00 
= ,fpo W[F’(x, -E), G*(x,E)](W[F*(x,E), G*(x,E)])-’ + 
= -I. 
Thus we have (4.20). The remaining assertions follow from the expression 
(4.13). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
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